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Nuclear Business Unit

DEC 151997

LR-N970784

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm:ssion
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION
DOCKET NO. 50 354
UNIT NO.1
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 97-027-00

Dear Sir:

This Licensee Event Report entitled " Technical Specificatica Surveillance Requirement ;

implementation Deficiencies - 125/250 VDC Batteries' is being submitted pursuant to
the requirements of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(B).

Sincerely,

,/ k
Mark Bezilla
General Manager
Hope Creek Operations
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|ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces,6.e., approximately 15 aingle-spaced tyPawntten knee) (16)

On November 14, 1997, a review of Hope Creek Technical Specifications (TS) determiner* that
surveillance requirement 4.8.2.1.b.1 requires that specific gravity of each connected 125 |

VDC and 250 VDC battery cell be corrected for electrolyte temperature of each connected |
cell. At Hope Creek, the electrolyte specific gravity for each 125 VDC and 250 VDC |
battery cell has been corrected for electrolyte temperature using the electrolyte !

temperature of the associated pilot cell (every sixth cell) as opposed to the individual '

cell. Therefore, at 1558 hours on November 14, 1997, the Hope Creek Generating Station |

cntered TS Action Statement 3.8.2.2, "D. C. Sources - Shutdown", and declared the 125 VDC
and 250 VDC batteries technically inoperable due to an improperly performed surveillance
toot. The apparent cause of the improperly performed surveillance test is an inadequate
review and approval, during the near-term operating license stage in the 1980's, of
surveillance activities intended to satisfy Hope Creek's Technical Specifications. In
addition, Hope Creek believed that because they satisfied IEEE 450-1980, they were
satisfying the TS. There were no actual safety consequences associated with this event.
The surveillance procedures were revised and the surveillances performed satisfactorily.
The inoperability of the 125 VDC and 250 VDC batteries due to an improperly performed
surveillance is being reported pursuant to 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (1) (B) as a condition
prohibited by plant Technical Specifications.
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PLMfr. AND SYSTEF IDENTIFICATION

General Electric - Boilirg Water Reactor (BWR/4)
DC Power System - (EI/-)

Energy Industry Identification S codes and component function
id:ntifit.r codes appear as {SS/CC} ystem (EIIS)
*

Ip_EETFI EION OF OCCURRENCE

Diccovery Date: November 14, 1997
Problem Report: 971114222

CONDITIONS PRICR TO OCCURRENCE

At the tima of discovery, the plant was in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5
(REFUELING) for Hope Creek's seventh refueling outage (RFO7). No other
ctructures, systema, or components were inoperable at the time of discovery
that contributed to the event.

PESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE

On November 14, 1997, a review by the Salem Generating Station (SGS)
Technical Specification Surveillance Improvement Program (TSSIP) identified
that SGS was not correctly performing a battery surveillance requirement.
As a result, the Hope Creek surveillance requirement was reviewed and also
determined to be improperly performed. Hope Creek surveillance requirement
4.8.2.1.b.1 requires that at least once per 92 days the parameters in Table
4.8.2.1-1 meet the Category B limits. Table 4.8.2.1-1 requires verifying
that the specific gravity, corrected for electrolyte temperature and level,
for each connected cell be greater than or equal to 1.195. At Hope Creek,
the electrolyte specific gravity for each 125 VDC and 250 VDC battery cell
was corrected for electrolyte temperature using the electrolyte temperature
of the associated pilot cell (every sixth cell) as opposed to the
individual cell. At 1558 hours on November 14, 1997, Hope Creek entered
Technical Specification Action Statement 3.8.2.2, "D. C. Sources -
Shutdown", and declared the 125 VDC and 250 VDC batteries technically
inoperable due to an improperly performed surveillance test.

The methodology of correcting the specific gravity of each cell with the
-temperature of every sixth cell has been in place since initial startup.
This methodology was based upon IEEE 450-1980, as referenced in the Hope
Creek Technical Specification Bases. Surveillance requirement 4.8.2.1.b.1
requires verification of pecific gravity, corrected for electrolyte
temperature, of each connected cell. Surveillance requirement

. NRC FOfoA 3e&A (4-95)
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DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE (Continuedl

4.8.2.1.b.3 requires that the average electrolyte temperature of each sixth
call of connected cells is above 60 degrees Fahrenheit. However, as

proviously stated, the temperature obtained from performing surveillance
requirement 4.8.2.1.b.3 was used to correct the specific gravity of-
cocociated cells as required by surveillance requirement 4.8.2.1.b.1. The4

Hope Creek TSSIP (described in Licensee Event Report 95-033-00 and its
cupplements) determined that Hope Creek's surveillance procedures HC.MD-
ST. PK- 0002 (Q) , 125 Volt Quarterly Battery Surveillance, and HC.MD-ST.PJ-
0002 (Q) , 250 VDC Quarterly Battery Surveillance, satisfactorily met the
curveillance requirement 4.3.2.1.b.1. However, during further reviews of
those surveillance requirements performed on November 14, 1997 in response
to questions raised in the Salem TSSIP review, Hope Creek more
conservatively determined that the surveillance procedures did not
appropriately satisfy the TS requirements. As a result, corrective actions
were initiated to revise the battery surveillance procedures.

The inoperabi'.ity of the 125 VDC and 250 VDC batteries due to an improperly
performed surveillance test is being reported pursuant to
10CFR50. 73 (a) (2) (1) (B) as a condition prohibited by plant Technical
Specifications (TS).

APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE

The apparent cause of the improperly performed surveillance test is an
inedequate review and approval, during the near-term operating license
stesa in the 1980's, of surveillance activities intended to satisfy Hope
Creek's TS.

ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY CCNSEQUENCES AND IMPLICATICNS

The purpose of surveillance requirement 4.8.2.1.b.1 is to demonstrate
operability of the 125 VDC and 250 VDC batteries. This condition was a
verbatim compliance issue and did not affect the ability of the batteries
to perform their function. Since the battery cell specific gravity was
baing corrected for the average electrolyte temperature based on every
sixth cells, the batteries were determined to still be ch.pable of
parforming their design basis function. In addition, the 125 VDC and 250
VDC batteries have passed their discharge tests since initial plant start-
up. . The surveillance requirement 4.8.2.1.b.1 was subsequently completed
eatisfactorily at 0924 hours on November 19, 1997. Specifically, there was
no change in specific gravity for five out of eight batteries. For the
remaining three batteries, there was only a -0.001 change in specific
gravity. . Therefore, there were no actual safety consequences associated
with this event. There was no impact on public health and safety.
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PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
i

In the last two years, failure to follow TS surveillance requirements, as a -

recult of an incorrect procedure, has been documented in Licensee Evsnt
Reports (LERs) 95-033-00 and supplements, 95-034-00, 95-035-00, 96-003-00,
96-018-00, 96-019-00, and 96-021-00. LER 95-033-00 documented Technical
Specification Surveillance Requirement Iniplementation Deficiencies
identified by the TSSIP. Ilowever, as a result of a more conservative
cpproach to satisfying the battery surveillances, !! ope Creek revised the
bettery surveillance procedures to couply with their current position on
compliance with the battery TS requirements.

C9RREGILY1.ACTIOME |

1, Procedurco llc.MD-ST. . K-0002 (Q) , 125 Volt Quarterly Battery
Surveillance, and 11C.MD-ST. PJ 0002 (Q) , 250 VDC Quarterly Battery
Surveillance, were revised.

2. The surveillance requirements were performed satisfactorily for all 125
VDC and 7.50 VDC betteries.
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